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Dear Readers,

Summertime is anticipated by many, a popular time to enjoy well-

deserved vacation after a year of work or study.

In this edition of CubaPlus magazine the reader will find articles 

on a variety of activities to be enjoyed in Cuba. Some examples 

of nautical activities are the Ernest Hemingway International Billfishing 

Tournament whose 64th edition recently took place in which and I had the 

great pleasure to participate with our Canadian Quebec team and underwater 

photography contests such as Fotosub 2014 and Imasub 2014, also recently 

held in the provinces of Isla de la Juventud and Pinar del Río respectively.Also 

presented in this edition is the enchanting archipelago of Jardines del Rey, 

one of the most attractive destinations in Cuba. For those who like history, 

cultural trips to the colonial cities are offered and organized by Cubanacán.

In September Cuba will host the ExpoSial Fair (ExpoSial 2014) for the first 

time. Specialists from the food industry, both national and international, from 

producers to restaurateurs and related institutions will come together. The 

timing is key for the Cuban economy given the new Law on Foreign Investment.

As part of the country´s focus on environmental preservation, the reader will 

learn about the measures adopted by a number of Cuban institutions to protect 

the environment.

For several weeks the extreme sport of cliff diving held the attention of locals as 

well as fans all over the world. Again another first for the Island, the first stop of the 

2014 Cliff Diving Series took place in Old Havana.

Fashionable and original hand-painted textiles, the talents of painter René 

Francisco and photographer Eduardo Rodríguez Sardiñas are all displayed on our 

pages.

Finally, this edition brings homage to a legend of popular Cuban music, the 

talented musician and composer Juan Formell who recently passed away. An 

interview with his son Samuel Formell speaks of his father´s legacy, an icon that 

will remain in the hearts of the Cuban people forever.

Warmest regards, 

Letter from the Publisher

Dominic Soave

Publisher
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Jardines del Rey:
A Paradisiac Archipelago

Jardines del Rey (`The King´s Garden´s in English´)  is an archipelago located 

off the the northern coast of the island of Cuba. It was so named by the 

Spanish colonists in the 16th century in honor of King Fernando II of Aragon.

The natural beauty of Jardines del Rey is extraordinary, with a tropical 

landscape, exotic marine life and a peaceful environment.

These keys are bathed by the Atlantic Ocean and are very close to the Old 

Bahama Channel. Two of the keys stand out for their characteristics that make for 

the perfect stay: Cayo Coco and Cayo Guillermo ( Cayo is  Key in English ), favoured 

by numerous tourists who come back repeatedly.
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The archipelago offers infinite possibilities for planning a stimulating vacation. 

With over 40 kilometers of coral beaches, it offers a tempting invitation for 

underwater diving, nautical sports or simply to enjoy a tropical drink under a palm 

tree facing a calm blue sea.

The stretches of beaches in the keys offer a true paradisiac image : Pilar Beach in 

Cayo Guillermo, Flamenco Beach in Cayo Coco and Los Pinos Beach in Cayo Paredón. 

A truly divine destination for sun and beach, Jardines del Rey is also magnificent for 

guided tours, allowing the visitor to get acquainted with nature as well as Cuban 

culture, traditions and history.

Cuba´s long and narrow territory offers advantages for those travellers who want 

to combine various stops in one trip.

One can begin the journey in Havana and go East toward the center of the Island. 

The traveler can get to know the boisterous capital, a combination of history and 

modernity, and whose historical center was declared a Patrimony of  Humanity by 

UNESCO. Approximately 140 kilometers East of Havana is Varadero, one of the best 

beach resorts in the world.

Further in this direction is Villa Clara province, with an admirable history. Here 

one can visit Ernesto Che Guevara Square in Santa Clara City, with its museum 

and the mausoleum that holds the remains of the legendary guerrilla and his 

partners.

Closeby one will find the city of Remedios, eighth town founded by the Spanish in 

1578,  with genuine colonial buildings and relics, and within a few kilometres are the 

keys of Caibarién: Las Brujas, Santa Maria and Ensenachos, where one can relax on 

beautiful quiet beaches of delicate sand and calm waters.
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The trip continues towards two impressive localities: Cienfuegos and Trinidad. 

Cienfuegos is known as the Pearl of the South, with diverse attractions of French 

influence and other notable hereditary buildings, between them its historical center. 

An architectural jewel declared Cultural Heritage of Humanity by Unesco. For those 

who like the sea, to the south of the metropolis is a beach, ideal for nautical sports.

Trinidad, often referred to as Cuba´s museum city for its colonial conservation, is 

also a Patrimony of Humanity, along with the Valle de los Ingenios, located on the 

outskirts, a region formerly dedicated to the production of sugar.

Once at Jardines del Rey, after having enjoyed the kindness of nature with modern 

serviceability, the vacationer can visit the city of Morón, an interesting colonial 

metropolis connected to the keys since 1989 via a highway of 34 kilometers, 17 of 

which span the sea.

In these trips through the Cuban archipelago, with expert guides, comfortable 

transport and a great hotel network, pleasant memories are garanteed.n

The 35th International 
Tourism  Fair  

(FITCuba 2015), which will 
take place from from May 

5 to May 7, 2015, will be 
dedicated to Jardines del 
Rey along with nautical 
tourism and Italy is the 

invited country
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One of the most significant events that has 

contributed to making Cuba a key destination 

for nautical sports is the Ernest Hemingway 

International Billfishing Tournament, whose 

64th edition recently took place from June 9 to 14, 2014. The 

event is named after Ernest Hemingway, the American novelist 

who loved the adventurous Cuban sea and fishing, its land and 

especially its people. This event is a great added value to Cuban 

tourism, and thanks goes to the efforts of those in charge for 

reinforcing and promoting recreative nautical sports. Along 

these lines, in this year´s edition there was a strong presence 

of foreigners, supporting the idea that the future of the sea and 

tourism are guaranteed in this archipelago.

The Hemingway Billfishing Tournament closed with absolute 

success again this year, as highlighted by organizers and 

participants and the winning Cuban team.

This edition of the Tournament had 82 registered fishermen, 

divided into 22 groups, making it the second largest participa-

tion in the past decade. Representation from 11 countries inclu-

ded: Canada, USA, France, Switzerland, England, Italy, Latvia, 

Mexico, Spain, Russia and Cuba.

Victory for the Cuban Team

As has become customary, the Tag-and-Release method 

was used, in favor of the protection of the species and the 

environment.

64th Ernest Hemingway International 
Billfishing Tournament:

The Sea and Cuban Tourism
By Roberto F. Campos  /  Photos: José Meriño

First place: 
Boat: Santi, Cuba
Fishermen: Felix Leonardo Alvarez Trujillo, Antonio Castro Soto del 
Valle y José Luis Conde Alvarez
Crew: Captain Calixto Fonseca Trujillo and sailor Santiago Arturo 
Álvarez Trujillo accompanied by Comodore José Miguel Díaz Escrich  
of the Hemingway International Yacht Club of Cuba and IGFA 
Representative.

First Catch:
Boat: Macondo III, Canadá
Fishermen: Andre Bourbeau, Luc Allary,  
Gregory Fruches y Dominic Soave
Crew: Captain Luis Alarcón Arias and sailor Evelio 
Simón Valdés.
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The organizing committee confirmed that 26 marlins were 

marked and photographed and 48 walleyes were captured, 

demonstrating the wealth of fauna along Havana´s coast.

With five walleyes and four marlins, the Cuban team came in 

first position after four days of fishing aboard its boat Santy.

The United States´ boats, Odds and Ends and Tag-and-

Release respectively occupied second and third place in the 

competition.

Right behind the U.S. was Spain´s Rebel Yell, capturing the 

largest tuna certified in the competition. The biggest marlin 

was caught by Macondo III of Canada, and the Santy achieved 

the record for the biggest walleye (40,5 pounds). In the closing 

ceremony,  first Vice-Minister of Tourism, Alexis Trujillo, said 

that this  64th edition of the tournament demonstrated the 

wealth of Cuba´s sea and marine life and took the opportunity 

to announce the 65th edition that will take place next year, 

from May 25 until May 30, 2015.

With its head office at the Hemingway Marina west of 

Havana, the Ernest Hemingway Billfishing Tournament has 

a long history and its origin goes back to the 1950´s . This 

competition is among the oldest in the world, following 

Nova Scotia´s International Tuna Cup Match and Mexico´s 

Tarpon Fishing Tournament. The Tournament has worldwide 

recognition, an event that constitutes a stage for this sport, 

where man and fish are at a face off proving their intelligence 

and strength, as Hemingway conceived it.n 

Sr. Dominic Soave, Comodore John 
Buckman and Comodore John Nelson.

Replica of Ernest 
Hemingway´s 
Yacht `Pilar´.

Second place: 
Boat: Odds and Ends, USA
Fishermen: Laurence W. Blesinger, Dennis Burns, Anthony L. Guidice
Crew: Captain Michael K. Nichols and sailor Jay N. Hegland.

Third place:
Boat: Tag and Release, USA
Fishermen: Dr. Moisés E. Hernández y Kurt Jablonski
Crew: Captain José Álvarez and sailor Marcelo Fragoso accompanied 
by Comodore José Miguel Díaz Escrich of the Hemingway 
International Yacht Club of Cuba and IGFA Representative.
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With the boom in tourism and new 

tendencies in sports and leisure, Cuba has 

followed suit, developing new activities 

for visitors and enthusiasts to enjoy. 

Among these are deep sea diving and other water sports 

and along with this has grown the popularity of underwater 

photography.

The Fifth Edition of the International Underwater 

Photography Competition, “Fotosub 2014”, which took place 

in Cayo Largo, was largely supported by the Department 

of Cuban Tourism (Mintur), in line with its objective of 

diversifying the industry beyond sun and beach, Cuba´s 

leading tourist attraction.

Participating in this event were contestants from Mexico, 

Colombia, Spain and Cuba, as well as managers and other 

experts from Germany and Italy.

This type of event generally does not have a large number 

of participants due to the type of specialization. Countries 

where underwater photography has traditionally been 

more popular and where one would find a greater number 

of contestants are places like Italy, Germany and the United 

States.

Nonetheless,  the efforts of organizations such as Marlin 

Nautica and Marinas Group, Mintur, Cuban Federation of 

Underwater Activities (FCAS), as well as  the support of the 

Gran Caribe Hotel chain and Havantur Tour Operator have all 

A Cuban 
Sea Festival

Text and photos: Roberto F. Campos 
and courtesy of Fotosub 2014

2014
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been extremely important in the promotion of water sports 

in Cuba.

In addition, this country has more than 61,000 rooms 

in approximately 300 hotels distributed throughout the 

archipelago, and places like Cayo Largo can be found across 

the island with experienced diving personnel.

The goal is to promote Cuba as a key destination for 

underwater diving, it being the biggest island in the Caribbean, 

surrounded by water and known for its geographical wealth as 

the Key of the Gulf of Mexico.

Such elements make contests such as Fotosub very attractive, 

which, from now on must raise the bar in order to attract more 

underwater photographers across the world.

Prizes

This competition focuses on the selection and presentation 

of the submarine flora and fauna photos taken throughout the 

days of the contest.

Fotosub 2014 has an open character and participants competed 

in 5 categories: “Environment with Diver”, “Environment 

without Diver”, “Fish Photo”, “Close-up with Theme” and 

“Close-up Photo without Theme”. 

 Awards were given to the first three first places of each 

category as well as  Best Model and Grand Champion.

In this Fifth Edition of the International Underwater 

Photography Competition the Cuban participants monopolized 

the majority of the awards with Noel López winning the 

Absolute Grand Champion award.

A Best Model award went to Marlín Group executive 

Dayamí Pérez, in a competition where the focus was caring 

for nature and preserving marine life.

In the Fish category, prizes went to Cubans Noel López, 

Jesús V. González and José Cañibano, in that order, also 

winners for the Close Up without Theme category in a 

different order: Jesús V. González, Noel López and José 

Cañibano.

In the Close Up with Theme category winners were again 

José Cañibano, Noel López and Jesús V. González.

The Environment prize was won by Jesús V. González, Diego 

Cuellar from Colombia, and Noel López.

In the Environment with Diver category, Best Model prizes 

went to Cubans Noel López, José Cañibano and Jesús V. 

González and Grand Champions were Noel López, Jesús V. 

González and José Cañibano.

In the closing ceremony, Mario Ramos, Marketing Manager 

of the Marlin Náutica and Marinas Group invited everyone 

to next year´s edition of Fotosub.

Ramos thanked the CMAS President of the World 

Confederacy of Underwater Activities (CMAS), the German 

Juerguen Warnecke, as well as the manager of this 

organization, the Italian Doménico Russo, along with Cuban 

experts.

He commented that this meeting was made possible 

thanks to the high level of professionalism, discipline and 

efforts for victory, constituting a true sea festival.

He added that 12 competitors participated, among them 

six photographers and six divers, in addition to journalists 

from six countries: Mexico, Colombia, Spain, Germany, Italy 

and Cuba.n
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The 4th edition of the International Underwater 

Photography Competition, IMASUB 2014, 

was held from June 16 to June 21 at the  

María la Gorda International Diving Center, 

with 78 participants from Argentina, Mexico, the United 

States, Colombia, Slovakia and Cuba of course as host 

country.

In the exceptional setting of the protected 

Guanahacabibes National Park, 16 competitors from 

Argentina, Mexico, USA, Colombia, Slovakia and Cuba 

dove at four different locations of the extensive marine 

floor: Amirante, El Paradiso, Jardín de las Gorgonias  

and Acuario.

The judges analyzed 157 photographs in the 

“Environment”, “Environment with Model”, “Fauna“ and 

“Macro” categories and selected 19 based on clarity, 

exhibition, composition, creativity and level of difficulty. 

A Grand Prize was awarded for having obtained one 

first place and three second place awards while a special  

award was given for Best Image.

A special prize was also awarded by the Management 

of Guanahacabibes  National Park . The panel of judges 

was made up of: Instructor-Trainer Claudia Pastorino 

of Argentina, Mexican ex-president of the Mexican 

Association of Subaquatic Image and President of 

IMASUB 2014 David Mizrahi, , and the well-known Cuban 

photographer Julio Larramendi.

This now traditional international competition is 

organized by the Gaviota Tourism Group, which also 

offers participants a variety of other activities.n

Best Image:  
Manuel Rodríguez González, Cuba.
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Fauna Category:
2nd place: Manuel P. Carmenate Martínez, Cuba.
3rd place: Elián López Cabrera, Cuba.
Special Mention: Alfredo Contreras Guitián, Cuba.
Special Mention: Eldrich R. Pérez Acosta, Cuba.

Environment with Model Category:
3rd place: José A. Cañibano Hercilla, Cuba.
Special Mention: Luis Muiño Suárez, Cuba.

Environment Category:
2nd Place: Manuel Rodríguez González, Cuba.
3rd place: Daniel Pérez Hernández, Cuba.
Special Mention: Daniel Pérez Hernández, Cuba.
Special Mention: Diego Cuellar Alarcón, Colombia. 

1st place: 
Daniel Pérez Hernández, Cuba.

1st place: 
Manuel Rodríguez González, Cuba

Special Mention:  
José A. Cañibano Hercilla, Cuba

1st place: 
Juan Carlos Reyes, México

Macro Category: Fauna Category: Environment Category:

Special Prize Guanahacabibes: 
Diego Cuellar Alarcón, Colombia.

CubaPlus Image: 
Juan Carlos Reyes, México
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Cubaplus
The most recent CubaPLUS magazine edition (vol.29) and its Spanish supplement 

CubaPLUS Latinos ( vol.13)  were recently presented in a celebratory atmosphere at 

the lively El Litoral Restaurant in Havana.

 Cubaplus                       Friends&Jorge Méndez 
Rodríguez-Arencibia 

International Chef 
and Dominic Soave, 

CubaPlus General 
Director
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Friends
The magazine´s executive team, headed by its Founding Director, Dominic Soave, and the 

Management of Prensa Latina, the magazine´s publisher, shared the evening with colleagues 

and friends, among them tourism representatives and well-known artists.n

 Cubaplus                       Friends&
Coming across a good publication amidst 

so many done with poor taste and low quality 

is like seeing a shooting star in the sky.  This is 

the unforgettable impression that was left on 

me when I first discovered CubaPlus magazine,  

whose quality and creativity is owed to the 

imagination and effort of a true visionary,  

Mr. Dominic Soave and his talented team of 

workers.

The CubaPlus team searches for treasures, 

discovers true jewels and polishes them 

turning them into original, transcendental and 

captivating articles. I am personally grateful for 

such beautiful pages and writing and, in fact, owe 

the magazine´s editorial talent  for an exposition 

I will be holding in China, in conjunction with the 

American company  Kessler Collection .

I am sure that the best years for this already 

legendary  publication are yet to come as its 

future holds infinite possibilities. 

Adrian Pellegrini del Riego, painter
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Los
Los Buchillones is an archaeological site loca-

ted in the northern coast of the Cuban pro-

vince of Ciego de Ávila and is considered to 

be one of the largest aboriginal settlements 

of the Caribbean.

The area is formed by both land and water. The quan-

tity, quality and variety of the objects discovered here 

has made Los Buchillones a renown archaeological site.

The first reports on this zone were done in 1944. The 

news echoed throughout the archaeologist community 

in Cuba, yet it wasn’t until the 1980’s that the first ex-

plorations were able to be done and hundreds of pieces 

thereby recovered.

In excavations done specifically between 1983 and 

1989 building materials and tools were found as well as 

many kinds of domestic artifacts such as pottery frag-

ments, bowls and other figurines and objects made of 

stone and seashell.

By Neisa Mesa del Toro
Photos by Courtesy of Ciego de Ávila Provincial Center of Cultural Heritage, Caonabo de Morón Municipal Museum , Chambas Municipal  

Museum, Coronel Simón Reyes Hernández Provincial Museum and the Office of the City Historian of Havana

Buchillones
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Years later, two local fishermen recovered intact 

wooden materials from the nearby lagoon, a disco-

very that greatly influenced the course of investiga-

tions to come.

There was enough material to encite a group of ar-

chaeologists of the Academy of Sciences of Cuba, direc-

ted by Dr.Jorge Calvera, to carry out the first evaluations 

on the authenticity of the pieces on site.

They decided to keep searching with the objective of 

discovering new evidence. A number of other objects 

appeared such as wooden posts that had earlier formed 

part of roofs of rustic houses and seats with carvings of 

heads of animals, fundamentally owls, considered then 

a sacred species.

Other objects followed such as religious figurines, 

pendants, earrings, rattles made of seashells, spatu-

las, harpoons, and trays made of precious wood and 
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beautifully-carved stone. The event had such an impact 

that well-known national and foreign specialists deci-

ded in 1995 to begin a new investigation using scientific 

methods.

Results indicated that the aboriginal settlement in Los 

Buchillones developed over the course of 400 years, era 

in which Cuba was conquered by the Spanish and the 

Indian populations eliminated. Meanwhile, Los Buchi-

llones was considered to be an exception within agro-

pottery societies due to the archaeological evidences of 

wood, ceramic, stone and seashell.

The most recent find was an aboriginal skeleton, of the 

Mongoloid race who appeared to be seated, and after 

evaluation by experts it was concluded that it was a man 

between 25 to 30 years of age.

Up to now, over 1,500 elements  have been discovered 

in this archaeological zone, including at least six well-

preserved houses.

Finding intact objects of wood is something unusual 

in the history of Cuban archaeology, since the climatic 

conditions of the country, primarily the excessive envi-

ronmental humidity, is unfavorable for the conservation 

of the above-mentioned materials.

Dr.Calvera determined that the protection of the 

pieces fundamentally depends on the presence of 

sulfur in the mud covering them, excellent against 
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the development of fungi, bacteria and other destruc-

tive organisms.

Today the main concern of experts is the preserva-

tion of the findings, since several of the elements 

extracted from the mud and water have deteriorated 

over time. It has been determined that in order to 

continue with the excavations a suitable method of 

conservation must be available.

Research done until now ascertains that Los Buchi-

llones is the largest and most significant aboriginal 

establishment of the Caribbean region, with a very 

strong Taína culture.

Impact on the community

The people of the town of Punta Alegre in Ciego de 

Ávila have a connection to the Los Buchillones ar-

chaeological site sustained with a sense of identity 

and belonging. This has led the citizens to not only 

collect objects and donate them to the museum, but 

also to take part in the scientific excavation campaig-

ns and ensuring that the care and conservation of the 

pieces is maintained. The theme of the aboriginal 

past is part of daily life in Punta Alegre.n
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Hotel E Trinidad 500 
Hotel Trinidad 500 is close to Trinidad´s beautiful 

historical center, declared by Unesco as Cultural 

Heritage of Humanity, where one can visit several 

historical buildings. The beach is also closeby, an 

added attraction for travelers.

a Tempting Option

The Cubanacán Group has 11 “E” hotels across the 
country, some of which are introduced in this article.

Cuba´s historical cities are impressive, with 

architectural diversity covering a number of 

styles that are more than five centuries old. 

Included are colonial and modern constructions, 

holding vast cultural wealth and very well-preserved 

traditions, attracting numerous travelers annually.

Cuba has nine sites declared by Unesco as Cultural 

Heritage of Humanity, eight of which are located in cities 

in the provinces of: Matanzas, San Juan de los Remedios, 

Trinidad, Camagüey, Holguín, and Santiago de Cuba, where 

the Cubanacán Group´s “E” Hotels offer lodging with high 

standards. These are quaint hotels whose architecture is 

from the 19th to the beginning of the 20th century and are 

connected to the city and culture in which they are located. 

They are characterized by elegance, privacy, a variety of 

services and personalized attention.n

Hotel E Velasco
Hotel E Velasco´s decor is reminiscent of the 20th 

century, with an eclectic architectural style and 

neoclassical elements. 
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Hotel E Mascotte
This is an elegant hotel, located in Remedios, the 

eight town that was founded by the Spaniards in 

Cuba. It is home to the traditional annual feast 

called “Parrandas de Remedios”, likely Cuba´s 

oldest and biggest of its kind. Hotel Mascotte is 

characterized by its warm atmosphere as well as 

quality and personalized service.

Hotel E Ordoño 
Located in Gibara, a sea village in the province 

of Holguín and known for its international 

movie festival ¨Festival Internacional del Cine¨, 

the Ordoňo Hotel is located in one of the most 

impressive buildings of the 19th century which has 

been recently restored. Its location, comfort and 

personalized service make it the ideal place to stay 

to discover Eastern Cuba.

Hotel E Camino  
de Hierro 
This hotel in Camagüey city was built in the 

18th century. It is centrally located in the Plaza 

de Solidaridad, better known as Plaza del Gallo, 

and owes its name to the place where the main 

railroads meet. 

  Hotel E  San Basilio 
Right in the historical center of the city of Santiago 

de Cuba, a few meters from Parque Céspedes, this 

is an elegant hotel with eclectic architecture. Its 

personalized service and warm atmosphere make it 

an attractive and charming place to stay.
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La Colmenita, Cuba´s children´s theater group,  

recently presented their new DVD named Siempre 

habrá Van Van (Van Van Will Always Be Here). The 

actual musicians of the Van Van were at the pre-

sentation and we took the opportunity to interview Samuel 

Formell and talk about the group´s plans for the future.

How did the the death of Juan Formell affect The Van Van?

It was very painful for us but we need to remain strong. We 

have commitments to fulfill that are coming up, one of which 

is to produce and record a concert for an international DVD in 

Paris, followed by a European tour.

Juan Formell:

 Still 
Among Us

Samuel Formell 
the director of 
The Van Van.

By Rafael Lam
Photos by Prensa Latina
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How did your father prepare you for this eventuality?

He wanted to make sure that we maintain our fundamental 

Songo style, which sets us apart.

Are The Van Van the same as they were 44 years ago?

The Van Van have always been the same and at the same time, 

different. The group evolved over the years and when Salsa and 

Timba of the 1990´s arrived, the band assumed the changes of 

the Funky Rumba.

Let’s talk about Samuel the director of The Van Van..when 

did you join  the band?

At the end of the Changuito era, in 1994. Salsa and Timba were 

at their height and the musical hype was universal.

The Cuban musical group Los Van Van (The Van 
Van) was cited by both News Week and The New 
York Times as “The Queen of Salsa”, all of which 
began under the direction of Juan Formell on 
December 4, 1969.
Juan Formell and his band created the “Songo” 

rhythm  (a fusion of Cuban folkloric rumba with  
popular dance music of the 1960´s). They revolu-
tionized Charanga, adding drums and trombones. 
The timbales were expanded with the addition of 
a kick bass drum, and sometimes a snare drum and 
hi-hat. The band was very successful, spreading 
hundreds of songs, real chronicles of Cuban life. 
Their music offered everything from dance to the 
cultural expression of the people of the island. The 
Van Van has been at the forefront of Cuban avant-
garde music for 45 years; they have recorded more 
than 30 records, several DVDs and they have a 

Grammy Award to their credit, the 2000 Latin 
Grammy awarded to the album Van Van is Here 
(‘Llegó Van Van’). 
They also received the 2012 Best Latin Music 

Award , granted by the SACE.
In addition, they received the Womad  

(World of Music, Arts and Dance) Award at the 
Womad Festival in October, 2013, at Cardiff, 
Wales, UK.
To the list is added the Special Award for Musical 

Excellence 2013 chosen by the Latin-American 
Academy of Recordings (LARAS), in Mandalay 
Bay, Las Vegas, USA.
The Van Van have realized world tours, thousands 

of hours of flights, numerous concerts, dances 
and festivals, and have penetrated many genres 
of music, from pop to rock, beat, underground, 
salsa, timba, rap, and reggaeton.

Legendary 
Cuban Band 

“Los Van Van”
considered 

Queen of Salsa
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How did you prepare for this?

I studied percussion at the Alejandro García Caturla Conserva-

tory from 1981 and at the National School of Art (ENA) from 

1984 to 1990. 

What guided you?

Changuito inspired me in percussion, while my father was 

my guide for the group. Changuito oriented me in such a 

way that I was able to maintain the Songo beat. I added 

more cymbals, gave the big drum more of a lead, yet my 

teacher advised me not to overdo it, to maintain the stable 

cadence of The Van Van.

What are some of the things your father taught you?

He advised me to follow Changuito, but with my own style. He 

gave me the freedom to be creative, he was always very revo-

lutionary with sound. His concept with the bass was to allow for 

novel combinations. For example, in the work De la Habana a 

Matanzas (From Havana to Matanzas), I changed the original 
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version with some of my own modifications on percussion and 

it worked very well.

When did you take over the musical lead?

In 2004 I started doing orchestrations and compositions. I 

took over percussion, the responsibility was enormous but I 

adapted to the requirements, I had a good teacher.

How did your father´s death affect you?

It was quite unexpected and a strong blow . He was my idol, 

my mentor, my emblem. We were already starting to work 

in his absence as he was not always present at international 

tours. The Van Van is a machine, a stamp, a flag, it is a part of 

the Cuba´s culture and this also forces me to continue in my 

father´s footsteps.   As many musicians said in his honor, on 

May 2nd at the Tribuna Antimperialista, “Juan Formell did not 

go away, he will always be with The Van Van, in dances with his 

songs, through his lyrics and his happiness”.n
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Ingenio Tahoro
a Legacy of Cuban Slavery

By Martina Jones
Photos by Emilio Herrera
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West of Havana, on the highway that 

joins the town of Punta Brava and 

Santa Fe Beach, the ruins of what 

used to be the “Ingenio Taoro”   

 (Tahoro Sugar Cane Mill)  can be seen. This site was 

witness to the painful lives of the black slaves that 

were brought to the Island from Africa by the Spanish 

colonists between the 16th and 19th centuries. 

The colonists used the slaves for their own goals of 

prosperity and many of these men and women lost 

their lives under colonial control.

Only ruins remain of this factory, whose name 

comes from the lucumí language which means 

´wealth and abundance´ and which was declared a 

Local Monument in 1981.  In 1886 it was the scene 

of a battle waged by General Antonio Maceo against 

the Spanish army.  Most of the buildings were 

partially destroyed by the Mambises (the liberating 

Cuban army), who set them on fire.

The building was constructed between 1857 and 

1860, and fits the style of facilities of its kind during 

that period. The bell tower stands out and, with the 
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ruins, form a harmonic and very well-

defined scenery. 

The main house, also in ruins, has a 

porch made of Spanish flagstone with 

wide columns. It was constructed at 

the beginning of the 19th century 

and is adjacent to the garage, the 

kitchen, the servants´ rooms and the 

big barrack. 

The slaves´ barracks date back to 

the 1850´s and while some are still 

partially conserved others are quite 

deteriorated. The barracks were 

made of stone and had very little 

ventilation , only one small window 

with iron bars.

The architecture of the plant 

supported the needs of the mill, with 

ample space for the transfer of raw 

materials. The boiler room was next 

to the mill and constructed in such 

a way as to attenuate the intense 

heat produced by the work done 

there. The purifying house, also very 

important for the production of sugar, 

was closed in order to prevent any air 

from entering as well as to maintain 

the moisture. 

It is believed that there were many 

slaves working at the Tahoro mill, 

likely more than 100, as is evident 

from the many slaves’ barracks 

that remain. It is also known that 

the sugarcane fields were quite 

extensive.

Those who take the time to visit this 

place will be able to have an idea of 

the hardships endured by the slaves 

as well as the characteristics of the 

constructions of that time, a legacy 

left by the colonization and slavery 

in Cuba.n
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René Francisco Hernández Rodríguez is an internationally 

recognized contemporary Cuban artist with an impressive 

portfolio of works. He was born in 1960 in Holguín, Cuba, 

and has been a professor at Havana´s Instituto Superior de Arte 

(ISA) since 1989, popular for his original teaching methods.

Perhaps René Francisco´s most outstanding characteristic as 

an artist is his openness to experimentation. As such, he works 

with a variety of different methods and media including painting, 

sculpture, photography, and video, consistently challenging the 

boundaries between art and everyday life, and exploring the 

personal and social contexts of artistic production.

His works are based on a summary of different aspects of the 

community and of society, wrapping them in his own creation and 

educational theme which is reccurring in his works. He comments:

When Living and Creating
is an Alternating Current

By Rosa María González López  /  Photos by Courtesy of the Artist. 

Futuro, 
2014, oil on canvas, 70 X 100 cm

René Francisco Rodríguez Hernández
Tel. (537) 2055527 

Email: dupp@cubarte.cu  /  www.renefranciscoworks.com
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“In general what I am most obsessed with is society and social 

themes and I try to express these ideas through different forms. The 

connection that binds the community is at the core. If our ancestors 

had not learned to work with common objectives, they would have 

not sailed the seas nor populated the earth.”

To live and create, to create and live, is for René Francisco like 

an “alternating current ”. Involved in several projects, he has also 

been working on a book for some time on his teaching experience 

gained during his career at ISA, which he hopes to conclude in a few 

months.
Gotas, 
2013, oil on canvas, 
20 cm (dm)

Entropía Smithson,  
2012, Pencil Mural 

and 8, oil on canvas 
paintings

800 x 1228 cm
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In response to what he is working on at this moment, he says: 

“I am working on being a Curator for part of the Cuban art 

exhibition that the CIFO Foundation is preparing for 2015. I am 

also organizing a workshop with students in Rio de Janeiro in an 

underprivileged neighbourhood. At around the same time I will be 

holding my own exhibition in Daros Latino America, also in Rio, 

which will be inaugurated in July, and another in October here in 

Havana. I am also working on other pieces, particularly paintings, 

with no specific objective for the moment.”

In 2010 René Francisco received the National Plastic Arts Award, 

a distinction for his artistic work and values, in addition to his 

pedagogical stamp, an invaluable influence for new artists.

La piel del agua,  
2013

  mix on canvas, 
112 x 30 x 7 cm.

The route of  
the promiscuous 
love, 2012,
tire toothpaste 
tubes and mirror, 
80 cm 
in diameter

Mamma mía,  
2014, 

oil on canvas 
200 X 200 cm
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Asked what the award means for him, he responded: “I believe 

that awards mostly touch the hearts and pride of parents, relatives 

and friends of the prize-winner. I have never worked to receive 

awards, but to be honest, I fully enjoyed and appreciated the big 

celebration my friends and family organized, we had a wonderful 

time. That is what is important for me.”

“Often awards don´t really mean anything.  Adigio Benítez won 

numerous awards throughout his life and I get the impression they 

did not truly serve him at all.  At least in our country, awards are not 

anything that bring status, not even officially, and perhaps it is best 

this way, putting us at the same level as those who never received 

distinction for their hard work.n

A la ca(sz)a 
de Rosa, 2003, 
Video documentary oil 
on canvas, dvd 17 min 

Museo de la 
Perseverancia , 

(René Francisco-Fidel 
Yordán Castro)  

La otra Bienal, Bogotá,  
Colombia, 2013.

Shelter, 
Greater Victoria, 
Canadá, 2009.
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The Majestic 
Cuban Royal Palm

By Mayra Pardillo
Photos by Prensa Latina
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Majestic and graceful, the royal palm 

(Roystonea regia) abounds in all rural 

Cuban settings. Its unique tuft stands 

out over any other plant species, but 

what makes it particularly special in Cuba is that it is 

also the national tree, appearing on one of the country’s 

symbols: the National Coat of Arms. 

This imposing, sumptuous and elegant tree has no rival 

on the Caribbean island; in addition to its great splendor 

and Cuban essence, it is the one that is most plentiful 

and arresting in the verdant Cuban countryside, and 

all its parts have a practical use, from the roots to the 

fronds. 

It can be found not only in Cuba but also in some re-

gions of Mexico, Belize, Honduras, south Florida, the 

Bahamas, and the Cayman Islands. 

Although most royal palms reach a height of 25 me-

ters, some can reach as high as 40 meters. Regardless 

of its height, the truth is that it is the grande dame of 

Cuba’s rural landscape, and can be easily spotted from 

long distances or higher elevations. 

Every part of a royal palm tree can be put to use. The 

trunk can serve as timber for homes or sheds. The 

fronds, which can be up to six meters long, can be used 

as roofing for those houses or facilities where livestock 

and other animals are kept during the hottest hours, or 

where cows are milked. 
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The bases of the fronds are used to wrap cured tobac-

co leaves, and in years gone by, also served as walls 

for rural houses. 

The flowers are a food source for pollen-collecting 

bees, while its fruit is eaten by birds and used to feed 

pigs. In years past, people used to say that the meat 

and fat of pigs fed with the royal palm fruit was the 

most flavorful. 

Even empty fruit bunches are dried and used as 

brooms in rural areas. Its roots are said to have me-

dicinal properties as a diuretic and also to treat dia-

betes. 
The royal palm is a sacred tree for the Yoruba or Afro-

Cuban religion, and because it is one of the trees most 

often struck by lightning, it is associated with Shangó 

—St. Barbara in the Catholic religion, an African deity 

that is said to rule over thunder. 

The national tree of Cuba is often shown in paintings, 

and mentioned in songs and poems as a distinctive 

feature of the country. 

In addition to its attributes, the slender and majestic 

royal palm is a symbol of sovereignty. In a reaffirma-

tion of their identity, some people are known to say: 

“I’m as Cuban as the royal palm.” 

The National emblem which features the royal palm 

is known as the Coat of Arms of the Royal Palm. 

Adopted by the Republic of Cuba in Arms during the 

Constituent Assembly of Guáimaro (1869), it has ser-

ved as a symbol of the country, along with the flag 

with a single star and the Cuban national anthem, 

ever since the first pro-independence struggles of 

the 19th century were waged.n
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José Luis González Fuentes is a Cuban artist, talented 

both in painting and design.

From a very young age he was inspired by 

nature, from the sun and the smell of the flowers 

to the depth of the sea, its different tones of blue and its 

mysteries. This inspiration led him to begin painting on 

his own.

He later attended the San Alejandro School of Fine Arts in 

Havana and graduated in 1975, specializing in painting. 

González worked in the textile industry for over 25 years, 

both as textile and fashion designer. During this time he 

participated in many events and was recognized with a 

number of awards. This artist divides his time between 

painting and fashion design. His work is characterized 

José Luis González  
Ethnical Trend

Photographer: Eduardo Rodríguez
Art Director: Eduardo P. Seiglie 
Model: Yessica Borroto
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by original hand-painted textiles. These pieces have not 

only been exhibited in Montreal, Florence and Rome, 

but can also be acquired in the Caracol, Artex and FCBC 

shops. González has travelled extensively and says to 

be inspired, motivated and nourished by everything and 

every place he visits, but his Cuban origin and culture are 

deep-rooted.  

In 1997 he began working as decorator for the Habana Libre 

Hotel creating paintings mainly for its walkways .

He is a member of  Cubas´Union of Writers (UNEAC), of the 

Cuban Fund of Cultural Goods (FCBC), of the Cuban Association 

of Craftsmen Artists (ACAA) and of the National Register of 

Creators. He also belongs to the wardrobe grouping of the 

Artist´s Committee of Caricatos Agency.n
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Telephone: (537) 836 4028
Cell: (535) 252 8820
Email: jefe.cac.htl@meliacuba.com
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The Green 
Revolution:
An Attainable 

Necessity
By Cary Chaviano

Photos by José Tito Meriño and Prensa Latina

Conservation of the environment has become a 

worldwide concern.  Irrational exploitation and 

destruction of natural resources over more than 

four decades have brought about disastrous 

consequences for all living species on the planet.

A recent study shows that the total available energy 

from the reserves of coal, oil and natural gas on the planet 

corresponds to only 20 days of energy from the sun. This 

demonstrates that humanity can survive with solar energy 

alone and not fear the consequences of environmental 

contamination. 

Cuba is not exempt from this situation, hence the authorities 

of the country have adopted a series of actions in favour of 

environmental education and management, directed at 

achieving sustainable development.

For over a decade the group  “Cubanos en la Red” (“Cubans 

in the Network” in English) has carried out impressive work 

in favor of the preservation of the environment directed at 
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changing the habits of the Cuban population 

throungh education.

Similarly, national institutions, organizations 

and the population in general have taken 

action, confident that with the efforts and 

support by all sides this very important goal  

can be attained in favor of the survival of the 

human species.

In an interview granted to CubaPlus 

magazine, Osmel Francis, Director of  

“Cubanos en la Red”, spoke about his 

experience during the 10 years he lived in 

the Canary Islands where renewable energy 

(water, sun) is a way of life. This experience 

and education urged him to take on the task 

of transmitting these ideas to Cuba when  

he returned in 2000.

“We work with community groups in different 

provinces and are involved in many projects 

with the departments of Agriculture and 

Energy and Mines to control desertification.  

We have also been incorporating other 

institutions such as the Flora and Fauna group, 

particularly for the preservation of birds and 

other animal species.”

“Last year we started holding The Mother 

Earth Festival, in which many countries 

participated with diplomatic representation. 

The Festival includes musical productions 

in favor of preserving the planet as well as 

conferences with related themes including 

living well, a philosophy held by the ancestors 

of Latin America.”

“In addition to our repertoire of songs promoting 

caring for the environment and the use of 

renewable energy, we have documentaries 

and video clips with environmental topics and a 

focus on education, especially for children and 

young adults,” said Osmel.

“We also plan to make a movie on the subject, 

which we will film in the eastern province of 

Holguín. The movie will be about a situation in 

Holguín where auhorities decide to no longer 

use electrical energy required by the province 

nor that derived by oil but instead generate 

electricity only by means of renewable 

resources, i.e., sun, wind and sea.”

“As you can imagine,” continues Osmel,  

“this will be a fiction film, but will educate 

people and sensitize them on how caring for 

the planet will benefit all species, including 

man, and to stop destroying non-renewable 

resources as they are limited.”n

Left to rigth, Alejandro Salabarría, Marketing CubaPlus, Sr. Dominic Soave, 
CubaPlus General Director and Founder and Publisher, Osmel Francis, 
Director of “Cubanos en la Red” and  His Excellency Juán León Alvarado.
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Visitors walking through 

Old Havana  can look 

forward to having a 

cool beer at the new 

brewery,  an ideal spot for a rest 

after touring the streets and 

museums of this part of the Cuban 

capital.

Beer is widely enjoyed by Cubans. 

This is reflected in recent touristic 

initiatives in Havana such as 

bringing back historical sites in 

which to serve it like the ¨Antiguo 

Almacén de la Madera y el Tabaco 

“( The Ancient Store of Wood and 

Tobacco ), a place where various 

brews are offered, and where one 

can even find Austrian hop .

This initiative is not completely 

new, since in 2009 via an agree-

ment between Havana´s City 

Historian Office and the Austrian 

company SALM, a bar was opened 

in the Old Square of the historical 

center and where of course, Aus-

trian beer is served.

Due to its success, another joint 

project was created; an elaborate 

tavern including the factory pro-

ducing the beer using Austrian te-

A New Brewery for  
Cuban Tourism

Text and Photos by Roberto F. Campos
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chnology, raw materials and acces-

sories.

On March 14, 2014 it opened its 

doors, a very attractive place in 

which to relax and stay cool and 

remember historical activities of 

the past.

This opening is part of a bigger plan 

to promote tourism in the bay area 

of Havana, where the old wharf has 

been restored due to its importance 

in the merchandising of wood and 

tobacco of past centuries.

The area is dedicated to the new 

beer factory where both clear 

and dark beers are served in glass 

pitchers and a menu of various 

dishes is offered , all making for a 

very pleasant stop.

The manager Osmel Pérez Rodrí-

guez reiterates that this is an es-

tablishment for all who enjoy beer, 

both for locals and the hundreds of 

travelers coming from al over the 

world walking through the streets 

of Havana every day.

This part of the port has a privile-

ged view of the bay, in addition to 

being very close to the ´Almace-

nes de San José´, stores in which a 

large variety of Cuban artifacts can 

be found.
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The brewery is located on Alameda 

de Paula (Paula´s Avenue) and is 

open from noon to midnight. It 

operates with 82 employees in an 

area  of approximately 150 square 

meters and prepares 10 daily 

hectoliters of three types of beer. 

Also served to enjoy with the beer 

are seafood, meats of different 

types, cheeses and mixed grills.

Belkis González Pérez is the main 

production specialist, along with 

two other colleagues, in charge of 

the technological and industrial 

processes. González explains that 

with the advanced technology a  

high quality local product is 

achieved.

She pointed out that the raw ma-

terials are Austrian, and the techno-

logy facilitates the production of a 

12% beer which is,raw with a natural  

flavor, unfiltered and unpasteurized, 

only sedimented. The clear beer is 

made with Pilsen malt and caramel 

malt and the dark beer or Dunkel is 

made with Munich, Pilsen and cara-

mel malts.n
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”...We make pop music, we set trends”
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The 
Zunzún:

Cuba, the largest island of the Caribbean, 

is a true natural paradise. Here, flora and 

fauna are abundant and birds constitute a 

great part of this treasure. The country has 

about 369 wild species of birds, 28 of which are native 

to Cuba, and among these is the zunzún. The zunzún 

is the smallest bird in the world, measuring only 6,4 

centimeters in length and weighing about 2 grams.  

This small creature belongs to the hummingbird family 

which in fact has more than 300 variations, all of which 

are similar not only for their size but also for their bright 

plumage and capacity to remain suspended in the air at 

length while rapidly beating their wings.

This precious bird can be found not only in the 

countryside but also in gardens in the cities, though 

sometimes it may be difficult to notice them because 

of their tiny size. Once one does see a zunzún, it is 

normal to want to observe it at length as the bird´s 

flight offers a special spectacle.

The female zunzún´s appearance is slightly different 

from the male´s. It has a blue-green back and grey 

chest while the tip of its tail is white. The male´s 

plumage is similar however its head, chin and gullet 

are red or bright pink with a fluorescent blue tail. This 

tiny bird beats its wings with a speed of flight of about 

114 kilometers per hour and can last up to 20 hours.

Cuba´s Hummingbird
By Mercy Ramos  /  Photos by José Tito Meriño
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The zunzún feeds itself on nectar it collects from 

flowers with its long, thin beak. These birds are quite 

solitaire making it generally difficult to ever see a male 

and female together. The female nests alone in remote 

places, particularly in the spring, and to which it remains 

faithful.  One key characteristic of the zunzún is that it 

cannot live in captivity. 

An interesting story

Something interesting happened recently in the city 

of Havana. A couple found a baby zunzún close to their 

house, which had apparently had  fallen from its nest 

and fractured its wings. If an adult zunzún measures 

between six and seven centimeters one can imagine 

how small the baby could have been.  The couple 

decided to take care of the bird, nurturing it and 

creating the right conditions for it to heal so that it 

could then go back to its natural habitat.

Interestingly enough, its mother came to feed her young 

daily, almost every hour for almost a month and a half. At 

first she fed it in the garden, later in Perla Margarita´s 

hand. Perla Margarita is Rafael Morales´ spouse, the cou-

ple who told us this beautiful story.

Unfortunately, at five months the baby bird died. It 

appears that despite the great care the family took in 

trying to nurture it back to health, it succumbed to its 

injuries.

Notwithstanding, Perla Margarita and Rafael have this 

sweet memory of the zunzún they found and are happy 

to have tried to help this little creature, allowing them to 

witness a unique and moving story of motherly love.n
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Cuban photographer Eduardo Rodríguez 

Sardiñas (Havana, 1982) says that his 

love for cameras was not precocious. 

In his personal experience, he says it 

is one´s work and effort that develops and perfects 

the skill. CubaPlus is pleased to bring to its readers 

an interview with Rodríquez. 

What influenced you in the world of 

photography?

In the beginning I was not consciously influenced 

by any artist. As a young adult I began to study 

at the Fototeca de Cuba with teachers Rufino del 

Valle and Ramón Cabrales. What interested me the 

most was the history of art and being introduced 

to the works of photographers from all over the 

world. This is how I got to know and appreciate the 

works of René Peña (Cuba), Eduardo Hernández 

(Cuba), Richard Avendon (USA) and others. In one 

form or another, these artists influenced my first 

photographs.

When 
Photography 

Reaches 
Out to You

By Damián Estrada
Photos by Courtesy of  Eduardo Rodríguez Sardiñas

Eduardo Rodríguez Sardiñas

Adoración,
Digital Printing,
60 x 80 cm

Untitled,
Digital Printing,
60 x 80 cm
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When did it become obvious to you that you 

would dedicate yourself to photography?

I don´t think that my passion for photography was 

innate. I remember when I was about seven years 

old, I went shopping with my parents one day and 

saw an analogical camera ( at that time digital 

technology did not exist). I wanted them to buy it 

for me, but they said it was too expensive, along 

with the fact that they would have also had to buy 

batteries, film and afterwards the development of 

the pictures. That may have been my first instinct 

for something related to photography. Later, when I 

was studying photography at the Fototeca de Cuba, 

it was still not clear to me whether I would dedicate 

myself professionally to photography.  I began to 

take pictures of my friends, did some photo shoots 

and kept learning, always trying to look for the best 

angles of what I was working with. With time, I 

became more focused on the subject, composition 

and lighting. Little by little, people began to take my 

photography more seriously and counted on me for 

more important pieces of work.

Untitled,
Digital Printing,
80 x 55 cm

Prejuicios inmorales,
Digital Printing,
60 x 80 cm
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Do you have a favourite technique?

No, I don’t have a favourite technique. The work 

itself calls for its own form. What is important is 

having the vision to know what that is and use it for 

that piece.

Apparently the exhibition “ Diecisiete “  was cru-

cial to your career advancement. Can you tell us a 

little about how it helped you mature as an artist?

¨Diecisiete¨ (Seventeen in English) was a big 

challenge in my life, my first exhibition. It was 

defining, I look at it as a before and after.  At that 

time I did not have a professional camera, what I had 

was a compact camera to work with. I wanted my 

exhibitions to be in big dimensions but wasn’t sure if 

the camera I had could produce that. It was a period 

of study and research that took months. When 

time came to show them, I called a friend who was 

studying at the Faculty of Arts and Literature at the 

University of Havana. The photos I wanted to show 

were already printed and framed in big format. He 

looked at them one by one and told me he would help 

me with the curatorship of the exhibition. That was 

something positive. The series was exhibited at the 

Cuban Union of Writers and Artists (UNEAC) and was 

well-received by the public. From there came other 

expositions with some pieces from the same series 

and I also participated at the Exposition of Erotic Art 

that same year.

Can you tell Cubaplus readers about some of your 

future projects?

Right now I am working on a new photo series which 

I will be exhibiting this December. I am taking my 

time, I don´t want to rush. 

Diecisiete,
Digital Printing,
60 x 80 cm

Más uno,
Digital Printing,
60 x 80 cm
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How do you see photography in Cuba 

today? 

Photography has taken incredible 

momentum in Cuba. The creation of 

more schools of photography makes it  

possible for more people to develop skills 

in this area. We were born on an Island 

with great cultural wealth, where every 

corner lends itself to good photography, 

in color as well as in black and white.  We 

live with so much intensity that we can 

extract experiences daily and represent 

the in exhibitions.

Eduardo Rodríguez Sardiñas has perhaps 

an unconscious way of moving and 

capturing the world, which serves him as 

accomplice, because the most impressive 

things on our plant are right  in front of us. 

What we need is more people like him to 

immortalize them.n

Eduardo Rodríguez
Cel. +535 264 7434 

E-mail:  rawdriguezestudio@gmail.com

Untitled,
Digital Printing,
60 x 80 cm
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Élite Restaurant
Calle 38, No. 705, between 42nd and 7th., 
Miramar, Playa, La Habana, Cuba.
Phone: (537) 209 3260
www.elitehabana.com
www.facebook.com/elitecuba

A Different Type of Restaurant 

Élite:
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For those looking to enjoy a quality meal with top notch 

service in an elegant and pleasant setting, Havana´s Élite 

Restaurant is the place to go to.

Its attractive ambience makes it such that many people who 

come to get to know the restaurant often turn into loyal clients.

Located in the Miramar district west of the Cuban capital, Élite is 

open every day from noon to midnight.  Gourmet meals fused with 

the country’s products make this restaurant stand out. The menu 

includes red and white meats, fish, seafood and fresh pastas made 

in various forms, always with high quality and Cuban flavor.

The restaurant, opened about 8 months ago, has a young staff whose 

main objective is customer satisfaction. A very personalized service 

is offered, including preparing national and international cocktails 

at customers’ tables, giving them the opportunity to taste exquisite 

drinks prior to making their choices.

The lounge, tastefully decorated in black and white, shows the extent 

of the thought and care given to make of Élite a very different place.

If one finds the meals delicious, the desserts surprise clients even 

more as they find the unexpected: Yogurt Mousse, Rosemary Ice 

Cream, Kiwi Cheesecake, and many other delights.

Élite is considered by its Managers as a team of gastronomic 

professionals bringing back some old traditions with high level service 

and excellent food at affordable prices.

Don’t miss out on this experience.n
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“ Yogurt Mousse and 
lemon cream with 
Strawberry coulis”

“Maracuyá Cheesecake with 
cointreau toffee sauce”

”Grilled fish filet with 
vegetables sautéed

with salt and ginger”

“Fish filet with escalivada (roasted eggplants, 
peppers, tomatoes and onions) and clams in sauce”

Cocktail: 
“Havana Special”
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CSMC:
Promoting Cuba´s 

Health and Medical Services
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The Comercializadora de Servicios Médicos 

Cubanos (CSMC) is the Cuban organization 

created to promote the country´s health 

and medical services internationally, 

including treatment for foreign patients who want 

to receive services on the Island. In an interview with 

CSMC´s Business Director, Dr.Castañer Pérez, he 

explained that with Cuba´s huge advances in public 

health in the last five decades came the objective to 

start marketing and exporting medical services, hence 

the foundation of CSMC over 10 years ago. 

The CSMC has three fundamental areas of 

development: the treatment for Cuban patients, 

academic services in and outside the country as 

well as professional and technical services provided 

internationally.

With regard to treatment given to patients in the 

country, Dr.Castañer pointed out that this is not new, in 

fact services have been available for some time and has 

allowed many foreigners to come to Cuba to receive 

medical attention. 

By: Mercy Ramos
Photos: José Meriño and archives

“We have a portfolio of more than 150 medical 

programs, some of which are exclusive, such as the 

treatment for lung cancer using a vaccine developed by 

Cuban scientists, as well as the treatment for diabetic 

foot ulcers, Heberprot-P, also developed by local 

specialists.

He added that treatment for eye illnesses 

such as retinosis pigmentaria developed by the 

ophthalmologist Dr.Orfilio Peláez has allowed for a 

better quality of life for the patient by considerably 

slowing down the progression of the disease. 

“These treatments are exclusive to Cuban medicine 

from both a scientific and biotechnological standpoint 

and foreign patients can have access to them,” he 

explained.

“We also offer other types of programs, such as: 

orthopedic, neurological rehabilitation, treatment 

for addictions (including drugs and alcohol), general 

medical checkups, geriatric medical checkups and 

many others.”
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“There is a big demand for aesthetic surgery, especially 

from Canadian patients. Treatment is available at the 

Cira García International Clinic as well at Hermanos 

Ameijeiras Hospital. In addition, we offer quality of 

life programs with tourism entities,  as is the case with 

Tarara, East of the Cuban capital where thalassotherapy 

is offered.”

“All of these programs are adapted to the patient´s 

needs, and we have access to a network of about 47 

medical institutions offering different forms of servi-

ces with highly qualified specialists,” he specified. In 

response to a question regarding the steps a person 

must take in order to receive medical care in Cuba 

Dr.Castañer explained: “The interested person first 

accesses our web page, fills out the required form and 

sends it. Upon receipt it is evaluated by a medical team 

who then forwards it to the appropriate administrative 

center, depending on the treatment required.The res-

ponse time must not exceed seven days. A program, 

in which the treatment is defined, along with options, 

costs and length of stay in Cuba is forwarded to the 

applicant.”

In reference to academic services, Dr.Castañer pointed 

out that the country has approximately 13 universities 

available for international students, who come with 

either private or government funding from their 

respective countries. Numerous fields of specialization 

are offered.

We also have approximately 50 000 professionals and 

technicians working outside of Cuba, in approximately  

50 countries.”

As for the future of the CSMC, Dr.Castañer considers it a 

success and since the demand for medical Cuban services 

is growing daily, he emphasizes, “We must prepare 

ourselves and especially perfect our professionals to offer 

an even more sophisticated and efficient level of care and 

attention.”n
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News that Havana would 

be the first stop for 

the Sixth Red Bull Cliff 

Diving World Series 

generated much exci-

tement and expectations, but nothing like 

being there live and enjoying one of the 

most beautiful and dangerous sports in 

the world .

Locals had the privilege of seeing this 

“madmen’s sport ”, as many call it, in ac-

tion, and enjoy some of the world´s best 

acrobatic stunts in the air.

“These men are incredible, they seem to 

be flying,” were comments made by some 

of the spectators who came to attend this 

World Series, many of which had never 

been to Cuba before.

With an impressive finale, Britain´s Blake 

Aldridge went above and beyond expec-

tations, winning the title for this first stop 

of 2014.

Havana Hosts 
First Stop 

for the 2014 
Cliff Diving 

World Series

By Duber Luis Piñeiro González
Photos by José Tito Meriño
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The event was judged from a platform 

located in the emblematic Castillo de 

los Tres Reyes del Morro (1585), one of 

Havana´s symbols, in Havana´s Bay.

Aldridge, finalist at the 2008 Beijing 

Olympics for the synchronized platform 

event, executed an armstand with two 

and a half somersaults and four forceful 

twists during his final dive, thereby 

sealing his victory. He confirmed his 

aspirations to be among the best in 

the competition despite having serious 

injuries in the lumbar region. In fact, 

injuries did not stop the Londoner 

from giving his best performance, 

accumulating 447.40 points and winning 

the trophy.

“I am very happy, this is my first big 

victory in Cliff Diving and winning in 

Cuba is a phenomenon. It took an 

enormous amount of concentration 

to overcome the worry, the fear, the 

time, the wind, and the rivals,” affirmed 

Aldridge.

“ It is all still surreal to me, I have been 

waiting for this moment for three years 

and doing it the way I did was incredi-

ble. I changed my last jump just before 

doing my armstand and it worked out 

well,” added Aldridge, whose previous 

best result was third place obtained in 

La Rochelle, France, in 2013.

Second place went to Mexican Jonathan 

Paredes (444.75), who began competing 

in 2013, while third place went to British 

Gary Hunt (427.70)  one of the best in 

this competition and winner of the 2010, 

2011 and 2012 Series. 

“I never thought I would end up among 

the top five because the level of difficul-

ty of my dives wasn´t at the level as that 

of my rivals,” said the Mexican. “Now 

I need to better prepare myself and  

increase the complexity of some jumps 

to keep getting good results. Havana 

is mythical and getting to the podium 

here, among its people and get a trophy 

is overwhelming.”
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At the same time, Paredes commented 

on how very beautiful the site chosen 

for the competition was and the warm 

reception given to this sport by the 

Caribbean country, where next to 90 000 

spectators came to Havana´s Malecón 

to support the divers.

“ This is what every big diver aspires to, 

winning the World Series and gaining 

world recognition,” said the Colombian 

Orlando Duque (423.30), in fourth position 

at this first stop of 2014.

Cliff Diving:  Beautiful and Dangerous

This attractive and risky form of diving 

began gaining worldwide popularity in 

2009 and there have already been 36 

competitions since with twenty countries 

as hosts.

Cliff Diving is a beautiful sport, but also 

very dangerous as the slightest error can be 

fatal. The diver must jump from a platform 

located 27 meters high, almost three times 

the Olympian height (10 meters). 

According to the specialists, the athletes 

accelerate with a speed faster than a race 

car´s, and descend at speeds of over 85 

kilometers per hour. Although the jump 

lasts only about three seconds, the impact 

is exceptionally high.

This World Series continues in Texas, the 

USA(June 7), Ireland (June 29), Norway (July 

12), Portugal (July 26), Spain (September 

20) and Brazil (October 19).

 It will be a privilege for the inhabitants of 

these places, who, without a doubt, will 

enjoy the event as much as the Habaneros 

have.n
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Every Sunday you will find a great rumba 

show hosted in La Rumba de Cayo Hueso in 

Callejon de Hamel starting at twelve o´clock 

in the afternoon. Rumba is a type of Cuban 

sacred music, dance, and party that is practiced here and 

originated from the music of the slaves that were first 

brought here from Africa. Most of the dances that you will 

see consist of a Congo drum and the dance of a man and a 

woman chasing each other.

The Rumba 
in Cuba

Callejón de Hamel

Text and Photos by Warren Lee

Salvador González 
Creator and Muralist.
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Callejón de Hamel is a place that was created especially 

for the artists to practice Rumba.

This place was constructed alone by muralist Salvador 

Gonzalez who says he found his inspiration for his 

artwork “within the African cultures”. Beyond the 

spectacular artwork, music, and dance you will find 

great people, drinks, and food located right within the 

premises. Beginning in Matanzas, Cuba, the rumba beat 

spread from rural to urban reaching Havana.

In the days of slavery, Rumba was a way for the African 

people to escape their stress and hardships through 

dance and the Yoruba religious music, of which their 

sacred drums were forbidden for many years. Today 

rumba is considered a national heritage and is played 

all over the world. In some Cuban Rumba music you 

can find traces of salsa, jazz, or even reggaeton as it 

continues to mold into today´s environment and rise to 

other levels.n
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The Santana Paladar is a restaurant with an 

innovative concept and a varied menu of 

quality dishes. This restaurant was founded 

two years ago and already possesses a loyal 

clientèle that knows what it wants and comes back to 

enjoy the great food and service.

Located in an upscale zone of Havana, on 5th Avenue 

between 80th and 82nd Street, surrounded by big hotels, 

businesses and embassies, Santana Paladar is like a 

small oasis to which people come to enjoy good meals 

and a relaxing atmosphere.

Specialized in International and Creole cuisines, every 

dish chosen goes through an evaluation process, tasted 

before offering it to customers as it must  fulfill a series 

Restaurant - Paladar

Exquisite 
Cuisine
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of quality parameters, and when it is ready to be served, 

goes out with a tasteful and delicate presentation. 

This establishment prepares its dishes with natural 

spices, such as garlic, onion and aromatic plants, some 

of which are grown in its own court.

The Santana possesses a well thought-out, elegant 

decor, and despite being located in a central area in 

Miramar, no street noise is heard from the lounge of the 

restaurant.

In a corner of the main lounge is a small and attractive 

bar where clients can go and choose a drink to 

accompany their meal.

Santana Paladar is open from Tuesday to Sunday from 

noon to 11:00 P.M.n
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The main attractions for foreign investment 

in Cuba are the legal transparency and 

judicial guarantees it offers, along with a 

stable social and political climate, a well 

educated and qualified labor force and a range of 

financial incentives.

The Foreign Investment Law recently approved by the 

Cuban Parliament stipulates that entrepreneurs are 

exempted from tax payments on profits for eight years, 

after which, instead of paying tax at 30 percent, a 15 

percent rate will apply. This incentive has already been 

recognized as game-changing when compared to the 

preceding Law 77 of 1995.

Since March 29, when Cuban parliamentarians passed 

the new legislation, there have been many expressions 

of confidence in the process of modernizing the 

economic model and in the new legislation, which 

provide expanded opportunities for the participation of 

foreign capital.

The new law supports the decision to seek foreign 

investment in activities that are in the national interest. 

In some sectors and activities, it is considered an active 

and fundamental element in line with the country’s 

short, medium and long term economic and social 

development prospects.

Entrepreneurs from Brazil, who now sheltered by the 

new law, have expressed interest in allocating capital 

investment to those sectors in most need of development.

Among the first to declare an interest in extending their 

investments are Spanish and Italian entrepreneurs, 

Growing Interest in Cuban 
Investment Opportunities

By Cira Rodríguez / Photos by Prensa Latina
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some of whom have 15 and 20 year working relationships 

with the Cuban entrepreneurial network.

Brazilian enterprise Real Escuadrias, a specialist in 

the production of wooden doors and windows, has 

demonstrated its confidence through its association in 

Cuba with the Brasgraff agency, a Cuban entity founded  

by the South American giant.

FM Coempar, with more than 20 year´s experience in 

Cuba, has diversified and expanded in order to respond 

to the needs of sectors such as construction, agriculture, 

hydraulic resources, and the sugar, food and nickel 

industries.

Likewise, Supletrade Comercio Exterior Ltd. maintains 

its trust in the Cuban market and supplies high quality 

construction materials.

Odebrecht, a conglomorate of several businesses in 

infrastructure, industrial engineering, real estate and oil 

industry construction, is perhaps the single company most 

committed to the island’s economic future and presence 

in the international market: an interest demonstrated  

by its work underway at the container terminal for the 

Mariel Special Development Zone.

Various entrepreneurs from Italy and Spain who 

maintain strong links with Cuba have praised the new 

Mariel Special  
Development Zone
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investment law and describe it as offering effective 

investment alternatives under the approved modalities: 

mixed enterprise, international economic association 

contract or foreign capital enterprise.

This same optimism has been expressed by the Spanish 

Sugar Caribe company, which offers hardware products 

and heavy equipment and is considering further 

expansion after 20 years of operations as a supplier to 

important sectors such as communications, tourism, 

transport, energy, mining, health and pharmaceutical 

industries. This aspiration is shared by Pinturas Isval, 

the Técnicas Hidráulicas company and Industrias 

Metalúrgicas Soroa, all from the Iberian peninsula.

EmaCer (14 years of collaboration with Cuba in 

ceramics), Italian construction material supplier Mapei 

and the maritime traffic Sefigroup, which has had 

business links with Cuba since 1982, have all been enticed 

to further invest.

All these groups agree that their objective is to take 

advantage of new opportunities and businesses, 

based on excellence and quality of service offered 

to the agriculture, forestry, food, sugar, mechanical, 

chemical, pharmaceutical, biotechnology, energies, 

mining, health, construction, tourism and transport 

sectors.

Such priorities would generate productive links, an 

exchange of technology and management techniques, 

help develop industrial infrastructure, the production 

of hydrocarbons, agriculture and food, and would also 

boost tourism.n
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Bayamo City:

Bayamo City:

Bayamo City:

Bayamo City:

Bayamo City:

Bayamo City:

Bayamo City:
The island of Cuba has a long and narrow shape, 

often compared to that of a crocodile. Its 

relationship with the sea is intense and, with 

the exception of Bayamo, all of its main cities 

are close to the shore. Although Bayamo is further from 

the sea than probably any other city in Cuba, for its citizens 

this is only a detail as for them the sea represents not only a 

nostalgic memory of their origins, but is the key source for 

seafood and other succulent fish dishes.

The Bayamo community´s love for the sea is evident 

through everyday life, for example, they constructed a small 

levee called Playita in a beached are in the sea. In addition, 

they named one of their neighborhoods the Gulf. The major 

element of their marine nostalgia is their great appreciation 

for fish, the preferred dish in most restaurants in the city 

and almost on every street corner one can find stands selling 

large oysters, shrimp and fish.

What greatly influenced this relationship with the sea was 

the Bayamo River which from the 16th century provided the 

town with water, food and mud for the building of its vessels. 

As Cuba was an island, the first settlers (the Taínos) did not 

have any other alternative but to come by sea. They came 

down the Cauto River (the largest Cuban river in Cuba) and 

eventually found Bayamo, a tributary of clear waters and a 

tantalizing plethora of fish. Being expert sailors and skilled 

fishermen, this was the ideal place to settle.

Over time they left, little by little, in search of better areas 

for farming as well as to move away from Caribbean attack, 

but never forgetting the sea.During the colonization period 

and again thanks to its river, Bayamo drove a thriving 

contraband trade that made it a key commercial center. A 

lot of salt fish was imported and for those consumers who 

demanded fresh fish, it was available and sold on the street.

With the onset of the War of Independence, trading activity 

was greatly affected resulting in a notable decrease in 

the consumption of fish. After Bayamo was taken by the 

Mambisa troops (fighters for independence), commercial 

activity with the city of Manzanillo, its principal fish provider, 

was practically non-existant.

Notwithstanding the conditions of war, the necessity for 

food and other provisions was so important that soon the 

Mambisa troops began to organize fishing in territories they 

controlled.

After the war, during the Republican period, canned fish 

from Europe and the United States as well as stalks of 

cod from Norway came to the island  in abundance. The 

national fishing industry was also doing its part. All of this 

did not stop the Bayamese from fishing in their river .

At the victory of the Revolution in 1959 and with the 

economic blockade imposed on Cuba, canned fish 

soon began to change origin and started to come from 

socialist countries, including sardines and mackerel. 

Foreign species of fish were also introduced coming 

from Africa and Asia such as the tilapia, the tench and the 

catfish, which, along with the increasing contamination of 

the Bayamo River, notably affected the survival of native 

species.

Still today, although many species are no longer available 

it is still possible to enjoy varied and exquisite fish-based 

dishes in Bayamo.n

Bayamo City:

Nostalgia 
for 

the Sea
By MSc. Domingo Cuza Pedrera
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Bayamo City:

Bayamo City:

Bayamo City:

Bayamo City:

Bayamo City:

Below is a recipe of sweet and sour fish named Turrini 
Fillet, offered at San Salvador restaurant in Bayamo.

Ingredients

3 tablespoons (tbsp) sour orange juice  
3 tbsp mint 
2 teaspoons chopped garlic 
400 g of fish fillet 
2 tbspn chopped scallions  
6 tbspn flour
1 chopped green pepper 
2 chopped carrots
1 chopped celery stalk
2 tbspn butter
2 tbspn vegetable oil 
1 teaspoonful salt and pepper

Preparation:

Clean and wash the fish, drain and dry. 
Season with salt and pepper and coat with 
flour.  Warm butter in pan and grill fish 
for three or four minutes, until golden. 
Put in an elongated dish. In a different 
pan, heat oil adding onion, garlic and all 
chopped vegetables. Add orange juice 
and mint. Cook until tender.

Add to fish, serve and enjoy.

The people of Bayamo like sitting down at the table to enjoy a good fish meal and dream 
while listening to the murmur of the sea.
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United Products and Indaco Limited:

20 years in Cuba

United Products Limited (Unipro) and Indaco 

Limited are companies trading from and 

headquartered in Dublin, Ireland, and 

form part of the United Products Group. 

Unipro and Indaco have been present in Cuba since 1994 

and presently employ 35 people across 11 commercial 

divisions. They operate four bonded warehouses with an 

area totaling approximately 2600 square meters and hold 

US $5.2 million in inventory, including hydraulic material, 

textiles, garments, footwear and toys. Annual turnover 

amounts to between USD $45 to $50 million. 

“When we came to Cuba, said Irish Governing Director 

Philip Holmes, We did it not only with the objective of 

developing our international business, but also with a long 

term strategy for growth within Cuba. To date, we have 

reinvested 90% of the profits generated within the 

country, a policy we intend to maintain”.

In an exclusive interview, the executive explained that 

things have worked out extremely well in Cuba. He 

pointed out that the calmness and stability of the country 

and in particular its social formula provide strong security 

and reliability in developing long term projects, despite 

some challenging economic and financial difficulties that 

the country has successfully overcome.

He added: “We foreign companies who operate here have 

experienced some difficult moments, particularly in 2009. 

Nevertheless, the United Products Group never stopped 

honouring its commitments to any Cuban company.”

“Owing in great part to the company´s financial 

reserves, we have managed to maintain and strengthen 

By Mercy Ramos  /  Photos by Luis Mario Gell and courtesy of the customer
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our position here, whilst several other foreign companies have 

departed.”

Omar J. Valdés, United Products´ Vice-President in Cuba, 

summarized the extent of the work carried out by the 

entity in the country throughout the past two decades. 

He explained how the Group had formed an international 

economic association with the Ministry of Textiles named 

Puntex-Unipro, manufacturing Imagen Cuba T-shirts for 

nine years with impressive results. Today the Group is 

managing a new corporation, Mediatex S.A, in a joint-

venture with the Ministry of Textiles, producing socks and 

sportswear for men, women and children. The products 

are manufactured for distribution within Cuba, with 

the goal of reducing the country’s reliance on imports  

of these products.

He explained how early on the United Products 

Group began to develop lines of clothing and shoes 

in addition to hydraulic components, spare parts, 

automotive equipment, food, construction equipment 

and accessories, petroleum by-products, etc. Additional 

information can be found on the company´s web site: 

www.uplgroup.com.
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The United Products Group integrates a number of 

internationally recognized manufacturers from several 

countries who have formed strategic alliances to supply 

diverse products and raw materials to Cuba and the 

Caribbean. Its financial statements have been audited by 

BKR Ormsby & Rhodes (one of Ireland’s oldest chartered 

accountancy practices) since incorporation, with its legal 

advisers in Ireland being leading corporate law specialists 

O´Grady´s solicitors.

United Products Group works with renowned banks from 

several countries, among them: Ulster Bank (part of the RBS 

group) and Allied Irish Banks (both from Ireland), Sabadell 

(Spain) and BFI (Cuban).

In conclusion, Holmes added: “We see many opportunities 

for United Products in the country. We see Cuba as an 

important center for the development of the region, and 

even more so now with the Mariel project in which we hope 

to participate.”n
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Renowned for its mountainous 

landscapes and formally recogni-

zed on the list of World Heritage 

sites, Viñales now offers visitors 

eleven new ecotourism opportunities, accor-

ding to local tourism officials.

Yoel Martinez, director of the National Park 

located in this western community, told the 

Prensa Latina news agency that one of the 

more unusually titled offerings, “From Hell to 

Heaven,” passes between the limestone cliffs 

characteristic of the valley, called “mogotes,” 

offering close-up views of the diverse local 

flora and abundant of birdlife. The tour, he 

said, covers part of the zone that was formerly 

occupied by the socalled Aquatic people, who 

worshipped water.

Ecotourism
a Draw at Cuban 
World Heritage Site

By Adalis Pilar
Photos: Prensa Latina and Mintur
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Other ecotourism options also include 

cave tours, like the Palmarito Cave system, 

considered one of the most significant in 

Latin America, in addition to the traditional 

climbing and walking tours in the great cavern 

of Santo Tomás.

Another ecotour in high demand is a round trip 

jeep safari through the National Park offering 

both a sightseeing expedition and a close look 

at local traditions like tobacco growing and 

rural parties called “Guateques.”

According to Martínez, Viñales currently offers 

16 separate routes to discover the charms and 

curiosities of the zone, some 160 kilometers 

from Havana.

The valley and the community surrounding 

it were declared a World Cultural Landscape 

in 1999 for its harmonious relations between 
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mankind and nature, and the conservation of 

traditional agriculture and art practices.

In 2013, approximately 11 thousand visitors, 

mostly foreigners, visited Pinar del Río, also 

recognized as the capital of insular karst due 

to its unusual limestone cave formations.

Featuring ancient knolls and rocks from the 

Jurassic period, The Viñales Valley receives 

hundreds of hikers and climbers daily, lured 

by its unique natural features.

The town of Pinar del Rio itself has its own 

attractions. Dotted with large colonial man-

sions and charming restaurants, the down-

town area dates back to the 19th century and 

stands out for its well preserved architecture, 

typical of the period.n
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The Cuban Association for Food Science and 

Technology (ACTAC) and Havana´s International 

Conference Center are pleased to invite you to the 

SIAL-Cuba 2014 Latin American and Carribean Food 

Industry Trade Show. This is an International Event, associated 

with the 6th Latin American and Caribbean Congress on Food 

Quality and Safety.  

Hosting the SIAL Trade Show is a first for Cuba. This is an event 

where food researchers, technicians, production and preparation 

specialists, chefs, sommeliers, bartenders, maîtres, and food 

journalists meet and ultimately, where the different sectors 

connect: science, technology, tourism, gastronomy and culture.

At SIAL-Cuba 2014 we will also celebrate the recently 

approved Foreign Investment Policy in Cuba, along with a 

presentation of the investment portfolio of  the different 

sectors. Round tables will also be held where exhibitors 

will have the opportunity to present their business project 

ideas. Basically, all that contributes to the development 

of the food industry in the country and the region will be 

a focus.

It will be our pleasure to count on your presence for the 

Inauguration of our event which will take place on Monday, 

September 15th, 2014 at 5:00 P.M. at Havana´s International 

Conference Center. 

Best Regards,

Dr. Jesús G. Yañez Querejeta
Organizing Committee Chairman 

President of Actac
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